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Introduction

As more specific extended-duration lunar mis-

sions are envisioned, environmental parameters such

as high-energy, charged-particle radiation from solar

flares and galactic cosmic rays become very impor-

tant. Large solar flares can release great quantities

of high-energy nucleons for time periods as long as

several days. Also, very high-energy galactic cosmic

rays bombard the Moon steadily from sources outside

the solar system. Unlike on Earth, lunar inhabitants

will not have the protective cover of an atmosphere

or magnetic-field regions as a shield against these ra-

diations; therefore, their health and safety will be

endangered.

In this study, an analysis is made of solar-flare

events and of a probable means for protection of lu-

nar inhabitants. For relatively short-duration ntis-

sions (2 to 3 months), the most important radiation

hazards are the very high fuxes of energetic solar-

flare protons that are produced. Solar flares may
also contain X rays and gamma rays, electrons, neu-

trons, and some heavier charged particles as well as

the protons. However, examination of previous ob-

servations of large flare radiation fluxes indicates that

if the shielding against the high-energy protons is ef-

fective, the absorbed doses from the other solar ra-

diations are probably not significant. (See chapter V

of ref. 1.)

The purpose for this study was twofold: (1) To

demonstrate the capabilities of using an off-line data

base generated with a comprehensive radiation trans-

port code to predict dose patterns within various

configurations, and (2) To provide initial estimates

of dose levels caused by large solar proton events for
candidate lunar-base modules shielded with lunar re-

golith. The magnitudes of doses computed in the
present study are compared with the recommended

dose limits established for volunteer astronauts. (See
ref. 2.) One of the more important radiation doses

for humans is for a 5-cm depth in the body. In this

study, the dose at 5-cm depth is considered represen-

tative of the dose to the blood-forming organs (BFO

dose). The specified maximum levels at this 5-cm

depth are 25 rein/month and 50 rem/year. There-

fore, the shielding for protection from solar flares

should limit doses to substantially less than 25 rem

for a single event. Physical radiation dose (rad) is
determined by the amount of energy deposited per
unit mass of material. To account for the differences

in damage produced in biological matter due to vari-

ous types of radiation, the physical (lose is multiplied

by an energy-dependent quality factor to obtain the

dose equivalent (rein). In this study, the quality fac-

tor used in conversion of physical dose to dose equiv-

alent is that recommended in reference 3; this factor

is appropriate for evaluation of long-term effects re-

sulting from exposure.

Description of Computational Procedure

The transport of nucleons through layered shield-

ing material is modeled by the Langley Baryon

Transport computer code BRYNTRN. (See ref. 4.)

This code uses an algorithm which provides solutions

of the one-dimensional Boltzmann transport equa-
tion and is a deterministic, as opposed to statistical,

model. In the one-dimensional, or straight-ahead,

approximation for energetic particles, this integro-

differential equation may be written as

[o/ox - o/oE Si(E) + oi(E)]  i(x, E)

/?= _ oij(E,E')¢)(x,E' ) dE'

J

where Oi is the flux of type i nucleons (protons or

neutrons) at position x in the shield layer with energy

E in the range dE. The a i values are the total nuclear

absorption cross sections and represent attenuation

of the propagating beam. The aij(E , E I) values are
the differential nuclear interaction cross sections and

represent processes in which type i particles of en-

ergy E'(> E) interact with type j (target) particles

to produce type i particles of energy E and, there-

fore, to augment the beam at that energy. While the

aij values impose most of the mathematical complex-
ity in solving the transport equation, their contribu-

tions are crucial to the particle flux solutions and are

consequently handled with considerable detail in the

code. The S(E) term (stopping power or linear en-

ergy transfer (LET)) represents the practically con-
tinuous loss of energy due to interaction of energetic

charged particles with atomic orbital electrons. The

stopping power for protons used in the code is based
on the Bethe formula. A detailed discussion of the

solution methodology and nuclear cross-section data

base used may be found in reference 4,

Three of the largest flares observed in the last half

century have been chosen for analysis of radiation-

dose levels produced. The time-integrated (flare-

duration) proton fluence spectra for these three

events (ref. 5) are shown in figure 1, where the num-
ber of protons per unit area in the vicinity of the

Earth's orbit with energy greater than a given value

is plotted. The flare of August 1972 produced the

greatest total number of protons but had fewer pro-

tons than the other two events for energies greater

than approximately 150 MeV. The February 1956

event produced approximately one-tenth as many



protonsasthe1972flare,butdeliveredfarmorepro-
tonsthan bothother flaresof 200MeVor greater.
TheNovember1960flarespectrumexhibitscharac-
teristicsintermediateto the otherswith regardto
both low-andhigh-energyparticles.Energyspectra
and dosepredictionsare presentedfor thesethree
solarflares,andvariationsin shieldingeffectiveness
becauseof thedifferentenergydistributionsarepre-
dicted. The flaredatashownin figure1 werealso
usedin a recentstudywhichexaminedtheshielding
propertiesof aluminumandwater. (Seeref.6.)

Thetransportcodemaybeadaptedfor anarbi-
trary numberof shield-materialconstituentatoms.
In the case of a lunar-soil model, five of the more

abundant elements occurring in regolith samples
were chosen: O, Si, Mg, AI, and Fe. This selection is

based on sample concentrations given in a previous

hmar base study. (See ref. 7.) Considerable variabil-

ity was reported in return sample compositions, and
the inclusion of Mg instead of Ca in the 5-element soil

model is somewhat questionable since many sample

returns showed slightly more Ca than Mg. For the
present study, a series of lengthy transport calcula-

tions was used first with Mg in the soil model. A

comparison calculation with Ca substituted for Mg

showed insignificant effects on the computed doses,

and it was (|eemed unnecessary to perform a para-

metric study of soil models. Consequently, for this

study, the hmar soil composition (normalized to mea-

sured abumlances of SiO2, A1203, FeO, and MgO) is

considered to have the elemental percentages given
in table I:

Table I. Lunar-Soil Model

Normalized composition,

Element percent atoms/g
0

Si

AI
Fe

Mg

61.5

19.3

7.5
6.1

5.5

The soil mass density was assumed to be 1.5 g/cm 3,

based on the density range of 0.8 to 2.15 g/cm 3
reported in reference 7.

The transport code is set up to give results cor-

responding to a monodirectional beam of particles

at normal incidence on a slab of given thickness. In

making computations related to a specific geometry

(e.g., a cylinder or sphere rather than a slab), the
transport code was used for a series of thicknesses

of hmar regolith (slab geometry), and the output
was placed in accessible permanent data files. The
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stored output included proton and neutron energy

spectra as functions of target thickness. Also, for

each specified slab thickness, predicted doses in tis-

sue as the result of the transport of the emergent
nucleons through 20 cm of simulated tissue mate-

rial are stored. Tissue dose due to contributions by

protons, neutrons, and high-energy heavy-ion (HZE)
recoil processes are recorded for twenty 1-cm incre-

ments. The recoil processes are caused by heavy nu-

clei being displaced by nucleon impact. (Tissue ma-

terial for this study is simulated by water.)

Examples of data stored from this procedure are

illustrated graphically in figures 2 through 4, where
the proton and neutron fluxes are shown for four

depths in the lunar material for the three flares in

the energy range between l0 and 1000 MeV. The dif-

ferences in energy distribution arising as a result of

the initial proton spectra are exhibited, and partic-

ularly noteworthy is the insensitivity to shield thick-

ness (penetrability) of neutrons having energies in

excess of 100 MeV. In other words, neutron attenu-

ation decreases markedly with increasing energy. A
simple proton range calculation for material of this
density using the Bethe formula demonstrates that

the preponderance of these particles are secondaries,
which again illustrates the importance of the nuclear

interaction processes. For example, the range of pen-

etration of 100-MeV protons in material of density
1.5 g/cm 3 is approximately 7 cm (see chapter 3 of
ref. 8); nevertheless, the flare calculations show that

protons of energies lower than 100 MeV are predicted
to be in relative abundance for regolith slabs of thick-

nesses considerably larger than 7 cm. The types of
data exhibited in figures 2 through 4 are later ac-

cessed by the geometry algorithm applicable to a spe-
cific configuration.

Dose Predictions for Slab Layers

General shielding properties of lunar regolith for

large-flare proton fluxes normally incident on slab
layers are shown in figure 5. Here, the resultant

rem dose at 5-cm depth in tissue (BFO dose) has
been computed as a function of regolith slab thick-

ness for the three flares under consideration. The

consequences of the different energy characteristics

of the flares are evident. The 1972 flare, with large
fluxes of low-energy protons, is at or near the lethal

dose (_ 500 rem at 5-cm tissue depth) with no shield-

ing, whereas for 50 cm of regolith shield, the com-
puted dose is well below 1 rein, which would be con-

sidered nonhazardous. For the February 1956 event,
the unshielded dose level, while predicted to be near

the established annual BFO dose limit, is nowhere

near lethal; however, the abundance of high-energy



particlesfor this flareresultsin a muchmorepene-
trating flux. Evenwith 50cmof shielding,thepre-
dictedBFOdosefor thiseventiswellabove10rem
(definitelyof significanceto anastronautona long-
duration missionwho may be accumulatingdose
fromothersources).Resultsfor theNovember1960
eventarebetweenthetwoextremes.

The dosevariationin tissueis givenin figure6
for the particlefluxesemergentfrom 10-,25-,and
50-cmlayersof regolith.Thedosevariationis most
dramaticfor the 1972eventbecauseof its high-
flux/low-energycharacteristics.The doseat the
5-cmdepthis lessthan half the skindose(or sur-
facedose)and is lessthan one-tenthof the skin-
dosevalueat 20cm. Thisresultdemonstratesthat
significantdifferencescanexistbetweenskinor eye
doseandthe BFO doseandthat cautionmustbe
usedinextrapolatingbetweendoseat depthandskin
dose.Figure6alsoshowsthat 10-cmregolithshield-
ing is inadequatefor suchlargeprotonflares;the
5-cm-depthdoseexceedsthe30-daylimit of 25rem.
Theseresultsalsoindicatethat thereshouldbemore
interestin shieldlayersof 50cmor moreto reduce
the BFOdosebelowthe25-remlimit. Figure6 also
showsthat thedifferencesbetweenskindoseand5-
to 20-cmtissuedepthdosearenot asseverefor slab
layersof 50cm.

Results for Specific Configurations

The data base generated with the transport code

has been applied to determine radiation fields in-

side simple geometric structures that represent lunar

habitation modules shielded by regolith layers. These

radiation fields have been used to predict correspond-

ing dose equivalents. For each geometry (cylinders

and spheres)i distances in the shield material are de-

termined by the particular wall thickness traversed
on a straight-line path from a given point outside the

structure to a specified target point within the enclo-

sure. The computational procedure used established

the internal target point as the origin of a spherical

coordinate system. The shield (or wall) thickness en-

countered by a ray directed from the origin is then
related to the usual azimuth and zenith direction an-

gles. (See fig. 7(a).) Increments of 5° were used to

encompass the entire range of directions (72 azimuth

angles between 0° and 360 °, and 36 zenith angles

between 0° and 180°). The computational method

can be adapted to more complex configurations by

using multiple sectional analytic surfaces or surface
grid data. Spherical and cylindrical configurations

are chosen for this study because of their applica-

bility to proposed lunar habitation structures. (See

ref. 9.)

To evaluate the dose at a particular target point,
the radiation from all directions must be determined.

Figure 7(b) illustrates the dose variation with the di-
rection of incoming radiation for a target point at the

geometric center of a half-buried cylinder with con-

stant shielding thickness on the walls above the sur-

face. Because of the approximate logarithmic depen-

dence of radiation flux on the target material thick-

ness traversed, the directional patterns can be highly

variable. The nature of the directional patterns also

changes markedly with target point position, partic-

ularly for the cylindrical configuration. A similar

representation is shown in figure 8 for a half-buried

shielded sphere with target points displaced from the

center by a distance equal to 80 percent of the radius

and for zenith angles of 45 ° (above ground level) and

135 ° (below ground level). The pattern asymmetries

are obvious. The illustrations of figures 7 and 8 are

intended here only as qualitative depictions of one

part of the computational procedure. Quantitative

directional data are not routinely analyzed. However,

representations of this type are valuable for asssess-

ing geometrical effects. In practice, the directional-

field data are simply multiplied by the solid-angle

increment appropriate to the directional grid and in-

tegrated to obtain the total radiation dose at a target

point.

Isodose contour plots have been generated for a

cylindrical volume that is assumed to be placed on
the lunar surface. The shield is assumed to be in

contact with the cylinder walls, to be of constant
thickness on top of the cylinder, and to be increasing

in thickness below the cylinder axis. (See fig. 9.) The
particular dimensions chosen for the cylinder corre-

spond approximately to the Freedom space-station

module: length 12.2 m in length and 4.6 m in diame-

ter. The ends of the cylinder are assumed to have

shield layers of thickness equal to that prescribed

for the overhead thickness. For an overhead regolith

thickness of 50 cm, the dose variation for the Novem-

ber 1960 solar flare inside the module is shown in fig-

ure 10 for horizontal planes I m above the centerline,
at the centerline, and 1 m below the centerline. The

general dose level shows little change for heights at

and above the center plane; there are decreases at
the lower level. The smaller radiation levels below

the center plane are the result of closer proximity to

the lunar surface (here taken to be opaque to all ra-

diations), and larger shield thicknesses in this lower
plane. Also noteworthy are the field maxima occur-

ring at about two-thirds the distance between the

center and end walls; these maxima can indicate po-

sitions to avoid during flare activity. Figure 11 shows

corresponding results for the same flare and configu-

ration for an overhead regolith thickness of 100 cm.



Thequalitativevariationsaresimilar,but theover-
all doselevelshavebeenreducedapproximatelyone
orderof magnitude.

Theisodosemapfor a half-buriedspherewith a
regolithshieldthicknessof 50cm abovethe lunar
surfaceisshownin figure12for the 1960flare.The
fieldmaximumdoseoccursabovethecenterpointat
approximatelyone-thirdtheradius.Thediameterof
thesphereis 15.2m. Theisodosemapfor thesame
sphereandshieldconfigurationforthe 1956eventis
shownin figure12(b).The5-cmBFOdoselevelsare
generallyhigherasaresultoftheabundanceofhigh-
energyprotons.Also,themaximumdoseoccursat a
positionnearerthetopof thesphere.As asynopsis,
tableII givesthecomputeddosesfor50-and100-cm
regolithshieldingat themidpointsof thecylinderon
thelunarsurfaceandthe half-buriedsphere,for all
threesolar-flareevents.Thecorrespondingnormal-
incidenceslabdosesareincluded.

Table|1.5-cmDepthDoseComparisons
forThreeLargeFlares

Flare
date

Shield

thic:ness,

Predicteddose,rem

Slab
1956 50 13.30

100 5.55
1960 50 3.59

100 .43
1972 50 0.56

100 .O7

Cylinder Sphere
(center) (center)
7.48 7.04
2.70 2.94
1.60 1.90
.16 .23

0.25 O.3O
.O3 .O4

For the cylindricaland sphericalconfigurations,
the doseis reducedby approximately50 percent
becauseof theshieldeffectof theunderlyingsurface.
Astheisodosemapsindicate,however,thedoselevel
mayvaryconsiderablyfrompointto pointwithinan
enclosure.

Analysis of Results

The purpose of this study has been to provide

estimates of radiation doses from large solar flares

that will be incurred by a person inside a structure on
the lunar surface with a thick regolith shield. For the

half-buried spherical module with a 50-cm regolith

top shield, the maximum interior dose is slightly in
excess of 9 rem for the 1956 solar flare. The two

following important factors modify these predictions,
and both tend to reduce the dose.

1. No consideration has been given to the shielding

effects of wall materials, the supporting structure,

or the placement of equipment in and around the
module.

2. The effects of human geometry have been ne-

glected, in that the 5-cm BFO doses are predicted
in terms of radiation received at the center of a

5-cm sphere of human tissue.

Also, it is unreasonable to assume that a crew
member inside the module remains in the location

of maximum dose throughout the flare event.

It must also be emphasized that other contribu-
tions to radiation dose exist at the lunar surface.

Although flares may constitute the major threat for

relatively short-duration missions (especially during

maximum solar cycle conditions), longer stays (4 to

6 months or more) will require consideration of the

galactic cosmic ray (GCR) dose. The problems of
protection from the very high-energy galactic cosmic

rays are different from those associated with solar

flares in many respects. The GCR fluxes are low

relative to solar flares, but are approximately con-

stant with time. The GCR energies can be extremely

high (>> 1 GeV), and a dominant dose component is

provided by the HZE contribution. Previous calcu-

lations for aluminum shields indicate that relatively

large thicknesses (_ 10 cm) are required to restrict

the rem dose to an acceptable annual level. (See

ref. 10.) Accurate predictions for GCR shielding are
requisite to long-duration missions.

The use of lunar soil as a shielding material is at-

tractive in that shielding materials need not be trans-

ported to the lunar base. In all likelihood, regolith

will be utilized, not only as a radiation-shielding

medium, but also as a thermal-control insulating ma-

terial. This latter aspect has been investigated re-

cently in some detail (ref. 11); a 2-m regolith thick-
ness was found adequate to control heat gain and loss

within cylindrical modules. It is, of course, desirable
to minimize the amount of lunar soil that must be

handled to provide necessary shielding and thermal

control, since expenditure of time and energy in the
lunar environment will be limited.

Concluding Remarks

The results obtained from studying the doses

caused by three large flares indicate that shield-

ing is essential. While 50 cm of regolith thick-

ness may provide adequate flare protection, larger

thicknesses may be more desirable. The impor-
tance of shield geometry is exemplified in isodose

maps for cylindrical and spherical habitation mod-

ules. Such analyses may be of consequence in the

interior arrangement of the complete module. For

example, location of sleeping quarters, placement of

equipment, and distribution of water supply may be



impacted by predicted dose distributions. Also, the

nucleon transport code BRYNTRN is ideally suited

for determination of shielding requirements dictated

by the high-energy, charged-particle, space-radiation

environment.

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665-5225

November 17, 1988
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Figure 1. Time-integrated proton flux spectra for three anomalously large solar proton events. (From ref. 6.)
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Figure 2. Calculated nucleon flux variation with energy for indicated values t of regolith thickness for proton
event of February 1956.
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Figure 3. Calculated nucleon flux variation with energy for indicated values t of regolith thickness for proton
event of November 1960.
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Figure 4. Calculated nucleon flux variation with energy for indicated values t of regolith thickness for proton
event of August 1972.
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Figure 5. Predicted 5-cm-tissue dose equivalents for slab thicknesses between 0 and 100 cm in simulated lunar
regolith.
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Figure 6. Predicted dose-equivalent variation with depth of tissue for three regolith shield thicknesses and
three large proton flares.
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Figure 10. Isodose maps for cylindrical module of figure 9 for top shield thickness of 50 cm for flare of

November 1960. Doses are in rein for 5-cm tissue depth (BFO dose); Contour interval = 0.1 rein.
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Figure 11. Isodose maps for cylindrical module of figure 9 for top shield thickness of 100 cm for flare of
November 1960. Doses are in rem for 5-cm tissue depth (BFO dose); Contour interval = 0.01 rem.
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50 cm. Doses are in rein at 5-cm tissue depth (BFO dose.)
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